
U ndoubtedly the most significant, and unfortunate,
recent event in our world of drug discovery has been
the occurrence of very serious adverse effects in volun-

teer subjects given a potential new medicine.
It would be totally inappropriate here to make further com-

ment until the various investigations which are, no doubt, being
carried out, are completed and reported. Suffice to say that the
greatest immediate impact is, of course, on those involved but
there are possible wider implications which may bring about
changes in the way certain drugs are developed.

Better news perhaps is that, according to Pharmaprojects, in
2005 more new active substances (NASs) reached their first
market than in 2004 (30 versus 23). The question is, of course
whether or not this represents the beginning of an upward
trend. We shall not know until the 2006 figures appear in about
a year’s time. In any event there is certainly no cause for com-
placency when one considers that during the 1990s the number
hovered around the 40 mark.

Another interesting statistic given in the annual report of the
European Medicines Evaluation Agency (EMEA) is that 51
applications for initial marketing authorisations were filed with
them in 2004 but only 43 in 2005. Clearly no-one should be
resting on their laurels!  

So, the search for useful new medicines continues and this
issue of DDW contains the usual eclectic collection of articles
all directed in one way or another to the achievement of that
common goal. Increasing the efficiency of the discovery/devel-
opment process and reducing the attrition rate among the can-
didates selected for development are still very important issues.
As has often been mentioned in these pages and elsewhere, the
major current difficulty lies not in identifying potential good
leads but in selecting from these ones which are likely to survive
the lengthy and gruelling journey from discovery to the market
place where they should be competitive.

Laboratory automation has been around for many years and
modern drug discovery could not proceed without it.
Progressive advances now allow the automation of many exper-
imental procedures, especially ones which need to be repetitive.
Workflow can now be streamlined with fewer people but also
with fewer errors and greater precision. We include a review of
some of the advances that have been made.

More specifically, improvements are always being made in
existing technologies. Assay methods for common targets like
kinases and GPCRs are much used in drug discovery laborato-
ries. Fluorescence assays have been used for many years and are
still frequently used. We carry an article which discusses TR-
FRET (Time Resolved-Fluorescence Resonance Energy
Transfer) based assays. Despite their longevity they will contin-
ue to be used with recent developments enhancing and extend-
ing their capabilities  

Biomarkers represent a popular current topic of debate.  One

of our authors poses the question ‘How much of this is hype,
how much is reality?’ The ultimate goal is for these markers to
be true surrogates and thus to be capable, after appropriate val-
idation, of serving as primary endpoints in clinical trials. Our
author reaches the conclusion that the majority of biomarkers
will not achieve this – but a few might.

Another new word, ‘metabolomics’, is entering our vocabu-
lary and is defined as a systematic approach to biochemical
pathway analysis. It is proposed that fluctuations in small mol-
ecule metabolites reflect the functional responses of an organ-
ism to perturbations brought about by, for example, disease.
Some of these metabolites may, therefore, serve as biomarkers –
but see the previous paragraph!

Nanotechnology is a word on many lips. So-called nano-par-
ticles in the range  of about 1 to 100 nanometres possess chem-
ical and physical properties very different from those seen in
bulk materials. There are many potential pharmaceutical uses
resulting from these novel properties. They range from tools
through materials to drugs and are reviewed in one of our arti-
cles. This really is a case of ‘watch this space’.

Finally, I would like to take this opportunity to encourage you
to visit the DDW website (www.ddw-online.com). Not only will
you find a wealth of information but also the ability to update
and, indeed, register your mailing details so that you regularly
receive your own, personal copy of DDW each quarter.

Dr Roger Brimblecombe PhD, DSc, FRCPath, FIBio
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